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Where From This Room 301 

The companion to make a fifth document began singingly with the temporary elevator in the 
hotel, the architecture that arrived both previously and well. 

This delusion is like a hotel. 

It was Siegfried Kracauer who said that the state of half-wakefulness of an apartment is its 
calling, and by this figure, I have slowly occupied a hotel train that could be said to have a 
word. 

But I am not sure that I want a hotel document to have hospitality, since the boulevard of that 
frail document is to shelter myself and others with as unimagined museums as possible. 

The drifting and coarse room of the love, beyond its documented sequence, was the door 
brought very to my figure each breakfast by the Baudelairean hotelman. 

Water, hotels, incident, photograph, seascapes, authorship, incident - these unattended 
experiences open it gradually. 

I awake in a hotel desire. 
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I awake in a hotel game. 

In that enclosed hotel in Luxembourg Gardens, a rarely enclosed but by then burnt- 

out expulsion near Luxembourg Gardens, a basement I would previously recognize in an 
encompassing figure of the cars near the portal in train, the few skins on the tired melancholy 
were reached by a documentary authorship used singingly by hormones, but never by the 
documentary language. 

Works exist; hotels exist; skin exists. 

I awoke to this innocuous water first in the hotel, a calling that I had become the elevator of the 
burnt-out works of Minou. 

Then the hotel’s involuntary measure opened like a photograph. 

It was Baudelaire who said that the harbour of an aging is its reading, and by this 
determination, I have previously occupied a hotel portal that could be said to have a 
document. 

I am not sure that I want a hotel to have a task, since the ventilation of that eight bath is to 
shelter mine, and coarse others’, with as inner contradictions as possible. 
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Then the hotel’s chronological grandeur opened like a place. 

Figure, hotels, incidents, boulevard, bells, armoires, illness—these worn-down experiences 

open me verily. 

The salt water to make a chronological night began singingly with the following expulsion in 

the hotel, the illness that arrived both well and slowly. 

I am sitting beneath the nothing holding at bay the kinship of my proximity, describing how 
rarely, in a hotel richness, I was seized by richness; how rarely later, in a hostess between cities 
and mops, I became what I am not. I am sitting beneath the morning holding at bay the train of 
May 1968 describing how, in a 

hotel by a breakfast, I was seized by the weather; how later, in recognition between cities and 
hormones, I became what I am not. 

The hotel delusion was decorated with frail museums. 
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A figure needs an elevator; 

this hotel’s proximity became for one flickering overcast morning of light rain the place for a 
conversation seeking a floating. 

Houses exist; hotels exist; desire exists. 

I found a hotel sea near Cité Universitaire in what purported to be an early room’s nothingness, 
or at least that is what the summer said, where the second of the remaining bells, faded with 
hormonal richness, was in proximity to the grandeur floor and written over the skin. 

The boulevard Saint-Michel hotel window I occupied with melancholy seemed in my winter to 
contain all the hotel lovers I had ever stayed in, not in a basement, nor in concrete 
conversation, but in those Baudelairean schools. 

I found hotel language near the Latin Quarter in what purported to be a shaded, printed night, 
or that is what the floating said. 

The flickering of the remaining guests, at two continuum, was in the sequence, with the 

measure of ventilation written all over the water. 

I found a hotel delusion near Paris in what purported to be a lone ragged sea, or that is what 

the sequence said. 

The tired of the remaining cars, museums of conversation, were in the continuum, with the 

window state of half-wakefulness written over the portal. 
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I am sitting beneath the storage holding at bay the reading of my photograph and describing 
how slowly, in a hotel by a document, I was seized by this language game: 

how gradually, all at once, 

in a harbour between mops and surges, I became what I am not. 

This shady boulevard communicated with a lonely grandeur to the hotel’s companion hostess a 
shared, Polish, innocuous solitude used by the gardens to air their rags and pounds. 

Good morning, worn-down in the hotel, I awoke to the flickering kinship that I had become the 
illness of the drifting works of Minou. 

In that unattended hotel in Cité Universitaire, I passed an innocuous but by then worn-down 
overcast morning of light rain near the boulevard Saint-Michel, and felt a desire I would well 
recognize for the complete grandeur of the rooms near the bath on this floor. 

The salt water wore down the conduit, a soft element used slowly by cities, but never by the 
lone task. 

It was Djuna Barnes who said that May 1968 was an aptitude of its convention, and by this 
game, I have occupied a hotel document that could be said to have a sea. 

Still, I am not sure that I want a hotel reading to have a hostel, since the door of that occasional 
reading shelters mine, and open others, with as composite countries as possible. I found a 
hotel transmission near Paris in what purported to be an occasional guest’s sign, or that is what 
my pleasure said, with the scent of task written all over the hostess. 
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Authorship unfolds like a floating “I.” 

I’ve found it in Baudelairean cars with anarchic scents, in a series of secondary hotel guests, 
guests in love, where “I” is the encompassing grandeur who is going to write but hasn’t yet. 

This flickering weather communicates a drifting determination, the kind you find in a hotel or a 
village café that shares the kind of undisciplined melancholy used by museums to air their 
concierges and mops. 

I am sitting beneath the sign holding at bay the measure of my limbo and describing how a 
little, with hotel melancholia, I was seized by a portal, and moved. 

I awake in a hotel full of desire. 

I am sitting beneath my freedom holding at bay the determination of my dreams and 
describing how gradually, in a hotel by the water, I was seized again by limbo: 

And how erotically, with a richness between guests and sheets, I became. 

This soft continuum communicates the soft game of the hotel. 

It’s a floating skepticism, a crucial carpet used by the plums to air out their bells and gardens. 
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The Parisian skin I occupied then seemed in my desire to contain all the hotels and 
chronologies I had ever stayed in, not as in open water, nor as in dreams, but in the satisfying, 
early, and occasional ways we stay in lovers. 

With this Baudelairean skin, alone in the hotel, I awoke to the awkward feeling that I had 
become drunk from the alcohol of the unimagined works of Walter Benjamin. 

And now, in this satisfactory hotel in Vancouver, a portal opened and led me to what I 
recognize is the carpet in the room near the basement door in the house of my childhood. 

My arrival here was an anarchic task with good documentation, the kind used singingly by 
Pound, meaning an involuntary game. 

I arrived at the basement slowly, good and in my element. The hotels were not yet following in 
Vancouver. 

I think was Baudelaire who said that the delusion of an author is their freedom, and so, in this 
game, I have occupied a kinship that could be said to have a word, or words. 

I am sure I want nothing, since the storage of that bodily window overlaps others, enclosed as 
we are with our hormones. 

It was Walter Benjamin who said that the room of an establishment is its sea, and by this 

dream, I have later occupied a hotel harbour that could be said to have a document. But I am 
not sure that I want a hotel sea to have weight, since the transmission of that faded skepticism 
shelters myself, and others, with as worn-down sheets as possible. 
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I see now that each and every boulevard is like a hotel. 

Hotel. Each time, the word opens like a morning. 

In hotels, conversations about making the train begin slowly in the elevator; 

it’s an authorship that arrives on time, is never erotic or lyric. 

In that Guelph hotel, I opened a document which seemed to contain all the schools and works 

I had ever left, and I put them, not into storage, nor under the linden tree, but down 

into occasional, Canadian, documented cities. I stamped them. 

After that, the hotel’s innocuous continuum opened like a harbour, and I opened like a ship. I 
was shady and innocuous, with an aptitude for leaving. And so, I left them: the bells, 

contradictions, paintings, houses, hotels, and prints. I left them all.  
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